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Magnifying electronic endoscopes are frequently used to evaluate the pit patterns of the
colorectal mucosa, but such endoscopes suffer from a number ofproblems. For example, they
tend to have long, hard tips and heavy controller sections. In addition, the magnified
endoscopic images obtained are often quite coarse due to the small number of pixels in the
charge-coupled device (CCD). As a result, at higher magnification ratios, the orientation of
the field of view is easily lost. A newly developed prototype colorectal electronic endoscope
(Toshiba Corporation, Tokyo) overcomes these problems. The length of the hard tip of the
scope and the weight of the controller section are comparable to those of the TCE-3680MH
(Toshiba Corporation). High-resolution magnified images can be obtained, because a
410,000-pixel CCD is employed. Two magnification methods are available, optical
magnification and electronic zooming, permitting images to be magnified by a factor of up
to 90-120 without losing the orientation ofthe field ofview. This newly developed magnifying
electronic endoscope was found to be very useful, allowing us to observe the pit patterns ofthe
colorectal mucosa in 82 small colorectal polyps measuring 7 mm or less in diameter.
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INTRODUCTION

Endoscopic therapy should always be performed
based on the findings of high-quality endoscopic
examination. Recently, it has become common-
place to employ magnified endoscopy to assess the

need for endoscopic therapy and to select the
appropriate therapeutic method. For example,
the relationship between colorectal tumors and
mucosal pit patterns has been reported in the
literature [1]. Magnifying electronic endoscopes
(zooming electronic endoscopes) are frequently
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employed to evaluate the pit patterns of the colo-
rectal mucosa.
For the purpose of high-quality endoscopy, we

have developed a prototype colorectal electronic
endoscope with improved operability. This new
scope provides bright, high-resolution images in
conventional examinations and also permits the pit
patterns of the colorectal mucosa to be examined
with ease. In the present study, we evaluated the
clinical usefulness of this scope, focusing on the
examination of small colorectal polyps measuring
10 mm or less in diameter.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

A prototype colorectal electronic endoscope
(Toshiba Corporation, Tokyo) was used in this
study. The external diameter of the tip of this scope
is 13.2 mm, and the external diameter of the flexible
section is 13.5 mm. The length of the hard tip and
the weight of the controller section are comparable
to those of a conventional electronic endoscope
(TCE-3680MH, Toshiba Corporation, Tokyo) [2].
Since a 410,000-pixel CCD is employed, high-
resolution magnified images can be obtained. The
scope has a 140 angle of view in conventional
examinations and a 90 angle of view in magnified
examinations. The magnification ratio in the area
of maximum resolution is 25 times (viewing
distance: 3 mm) in conventional examinations and
60 times (viewing distance: 2mm) in magnified
examinations when images are displayed on a
14-inch TV monitor. In addition, images can be
further magnified by a factor of 1.5-2.0 by using
the electronic zooming function in combination [3],
resulting in a maximum magnification ratio of 90
(60 1.5) to 120 (60 2) with a 14-inch TV moni-

tor, without loss of orientation of the field of view.
In order to avoid missing small lesions, we used the
endoscope equipped with an oblique transparent
hood (Obli-Clear, Top Corporation, Tokyo).

Lesions were washed with water via a dedicated
water channel sprayed with 0.02% crystal violet [4],
and then washed with water again. In order to

ensure sufficient dyeing, lesions were sprayed with
0.02% crystal violet a second time and washed to
remove excessive dye and mucus. Using this
method, satisfactory dyeing of the mucosal pits
can be achieved in most cases. If satisfactory dyeing
is not obtained, the above procedures are repeated.

After the dyed lesion has been carefully examined
at standard magnification, optical magnification is
selected by sliding a lever provided at the bottom of
the controller section of the scope. Then, using
either a button on the controller section or a foot
switch connected to the main body ofendoscope, the
electronic zooming function is actuated to zoom in
by a factor of 1.5-2.0 to perform examination at
higher magnification. Two basic methods are used
for magnified examination using this scope: (1) stan-
dard examination optical magnification
electronic zooming, and (2) standard examina-
tion electronic zooming - optical magnification.
The appropriate examination method is selected
depending on the location of the lesion and
intestinal movements.
We performed magnified examination for 82

lesions in 19 patients with small colorectal polyps
measuring 7mm or less in diameter between
October 26 and 28, 1998 and between February 22
and March 3, 1999. Dyeing characteristics and pit
patterns were compared against histopathological
findings in resected specimens.

RESULTS

Satisfactory dyeing was achieved for the evaluation
of the pit patterns of the colorectal mucosa in all 82
lesions. These results indicate that magnified endo-
scopic examination is useful for predicting the
histopathological characteristics of lesions.

I. Non-Tumorous Lesions

Forty-four of the 82 lesions were histopathologi-
cally identified as hyperplastic nodules or metaplas-
tic polyps measuring 0.3-6.0 mm in diameter (mean
diameter: 2.5 mm). In most lesions, regular stellate,
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FIGURE An endoscopic image of a small, 2.5 mm polyp in the transverse colon examined at normal magnification.

circular, or oval pit patterns were observed. In a few
lesions, some areas showed a tubular pattern.

Figure shows an endoscopic image of a small
polyp measuring 2.5 mm in diameter in the trans-
verse colon that was examined at normal magnifica-
tion. After the lesion was dyed twice using crystal
violet, it was carefully examined at normal magni-
fication. Then, an optically magnified image was
obtained by sliding the lever at the bottom of the
controller section, and the image was further
electronically zoomed (2.0) using the foot switch
connected to the endoscope. Regular oval pit pat-
terns were observed (Fig. 2). Such lesions were
histopathologically identified as non-tumorous
hyperplastic nodules.

diameter (average diameter: 3.2 mm). The pit pat-
terns of these lesions were tubular or partly oval,
showing a regular arrangement.

Figure 3 shows an endoscopic image of a small,
1.5 mm polyp in the transverse colon examined at
normal magnification. This lesion was dyed twice
using crystal violet. An optically magnified image
was obtained by sliding the lever at the bottom ofthe
controller section ofthe scope, and an electronically
zoomed image (2.0) was then obtained by pressing
the button on the controller section. Endoscopic
examination showed a tubular and oval pit pattern
with a regular arrangement (Fig. 4). The lesion was
histopathologically identified as a tubular adenoma
showing mild atypia.

2. Adenomas

Of the 82 lesions evaluated, 38 were histopatholog-
ically identified as adenomas with mild to moderate
atypia. No highly atypical adenomas, carcinomas
in adenoma, or carcinomas were detected. All of
these lesions measured between 1.0 and 7.0 mm in

DISCUSSION

The history of colorectal endoscopy can be traced
back to 1963, when Turell designed the first
fiberscope for the examination of the colon [5].
Since that time, fiberscopes have evolved into
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FIGURE 2 After the lesion was dyed twice using crystal violet, regular oval pit patterns were observed by optical magnification
and electronic zooming (2.0).

FIGURE 3 An endoscopic image of a small, 1.5 mm polyp in the transverse colon examined at normal magnification.
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FIGURE 4 After the lesion was dyed twice using crystal violet, a tubular and oval pit pattern with a regular arrangement was
observed by optical magnification and electronic zooming (2.0).

electronic endoscopes [6]. This evolution in endo-
scope design has brought about major improve-
ments in image quality. Factors that influence
overall image quality include the objective lens,
the charge-coupled device (CCD), the scope’s oper-
ability and electronic processing capabilities, the
operator’s skill, the maintenance and operating
condition of the device, and so on. In particular,
the CCD is the most important factor determining
the image quality of electronic endoscopes. In
short, the larger the number of pixels in the CCD,
the higher the endoscope’s resolution. Since the pro-
totype colorectal electronic endoscope used in the
present study incorporates a 410,000-pixel, high-
density CCD, which is limited only by the 525
scanning lines of a conventional TV monitor, high-
resolution endoscopic images can be obtained, as

shown by the representative images presented in this
report.

Contact observation using a standard endoscope
has also been used for the magnified endoscopic
examination of the digestive tract. However, the

magnification ratio that can be achieved using this
method is too low to permit satisfactory observation
of the pit patterns of the colorectal mucosa [7]. In
addition, magnifying endoscopes with a narrow
field of view are now available for such examina-
tions. With regard to such endoscopes, one type has
a fixed-focus lens, as represented by the magnifying
fiberscope [8]. This type is seldom used in routine
clinical practice because the target region is easily
lost and operation tends to be difficult due to loss of
perspective in the field of view. On the other hand,
magnifying endoscopes with variable-focus lenses
are now employed in routine clinical practice. Such
scopes have been made possible, thanks to the
development of magnifying electronic endoscopes,
and have been reported to be particularly useful for
the examination of the pit patterns of the colorectal
mucosa [1,9].
The advantage of the electronic zooming func-

tion, which permits images to be zoomed on the TV
display screen [3], is that there is less risk of losing
the target region, since magnified images can be
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observed instantaneously. However, due to the
small number of pixels in the CCDs employed in
conventional electronic endoscopes, the magnifica-
tion ratio has generally been limited to 1.5 times to
avoid unacceptable deterioration in image quality.
Since the prototype colorectal electronic endoscope
described in this report incorporates a 410,000-
pixel, high-density CCD, deterioration in image
quality during zooming is minimized. Moreover,
images can be magnified by a factor of up to 2.0
during both standard and optically magnified
examination, permitting clear images of the pit
patterns of the colorectal mucosa to be obtained
with ease.
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